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The Accademia dei Lincei, often considered the earliest of scientific organizations, was established in 1603 by Federico Cesi, a young Roman aristocrat who was soon to become prince of San Polo and Sant'Angelo, duke of Aquasparta, and marquis of Monticelli. ¹ After a period of very limited activity, which lasted until 1609, the academy quickly revived its membership and visibility, and by 1611 it included prestigious figures like Galileo and Giovanbattista della Porta. Its ranks continued to increase until 1625, when it listed thirty-two members, most of them located in Rome, Naples, and Florence. ² The Lincei became an important reference point in the fledgling Italian philosophical community and played a relevant role in Galileo's later career, but it collapsed shortly after the prince's death in 1630. Cesi left behind a vast, elaborate, and well-documented academic project that usually bore little more than a family resemblance to the actual academy. This essay analyzes the gender dimensions of Cesi's project and traces them into some aspects of the academy's historical record.

Unlike all other seventeenth-century scientific academies that excluded women from their membership without making that ban explicit or providing reasons for their policies, the Lincei's oath stated that the academy was a "philosophical army" whose recruits were exclusively male. ³ Such a stance reflected Cesi's belief in a direct link between the practice of natural philosophy and the moral economy of a community of chaste brothers who worked and lived together in the same locale (the liceo) and did not marry. ⁴ Cesi's unpublished "Lynceographum" (a manuscript completed around 1614, which contained the academy's proposed statutes and bylaws) stated that even if an academician owned a house in the same city where his liceo was located, he could not live in it or go there to sleep at night. ⁵ The Lincei were not supposed to have much of a private life; even their vacations were to be managed by the academy--usually in the countryside
locales that the institution was to establish. 6

The "Lynceographum" also stressed the dangers that contacts with women posed to the philosophers' intellectual life. 7 According to Cesi, the Lincei were required to avoid "the attractions of Venus," "bad women and profane love," "Venereal lust," "prostitutes," "tempting lust," "low passions of the body," "carnal drives," "libidinous excitements," and "the body's inane desires." 8 Additionally, the "Lynceographum" ordered the academicians to stay clear of "scandals with boys," and legislated how violations of the Lincei's code of honor were to be reprimanded and punished. 9 Finally, not a maid but a male servant was supposed to be hired in each liceo to keep the place clean and to care for the academicians. A female servant could be hired only if she were elderly and unattractive. 10

Cesi's prescriptions seem to reflect a Platonic privileging of male chaste love over heterosexual desire, something we find also in the earlier Florentine Platonic Academy and other humanistic academies in Renaissance Italy. 11 As has been discussed by Evelyn Fox Keller, Plato saw knowledge as driven by desire not for material objects but for ideal forms, and he thought that the male mind would be endangered by sexual contact with women, whom he saw as the epitome of materiality. 12 In order for the male philosopher's pure love for ideal forms to survive and beget knowledge, his desires should be redirected from corrupting material objects (i.e., women) toward a purer form of love: one with another man. Plato conceived of such a relation as an idealized form of pederasty between the older man (erastes) and a younger male lover (eromenos) in which the two did not actually engage in sex but, acting as mirrors to each other's desire, reflected and elevated their mutual love into a cognitive desire for immutable immaterial forms. 13 Unlike heterosexual relations, which had material outcomes such as children, their chaste homosocial love would beget an immaterial entity: wisdom.

As we will see, Cesi's emphasis on chaste brotherly love as the basic condition of possibility of knowledge did have a distinct Platonic ring to it. However, unlike Plato, Cesi did not propose a theory of knowledge rooted in an affinity between the innate, immutable, and immaterial (though faded) contents of the mind and the structure of the world. Consequently, he did not see knowledge as an erotic union of knowers' minds and formal objects achieved by shedding both the material constraints of the mind and the material dimensions of objects. Quite to the contrary: he was an empiricist who believed that knowledge was of material objects, not of immutable forms, and that, therefore, the mind was inextricably dependent on bodies for its sensory inputs. But while Cesi saw the mind-body connection as a fundamental one, he also agreed with Plato about the inherently problematic nature of that link.
Cesi's response to this difficulty was not to embrace a sort of philosophical ascetism that would enable the mind's distancing from the body. Rather, he envisioned a scientific society that, by taking care of the male academicians' bodies, would unburden their minds from material constraints, corruptions, and distractions, such as those triggered by sexual desires for women. While Plato saw knowledge as something produced by an individual who engaged in an idealized and sex-free pederastic relationship with one boy, Cesi linked the conditions of possibility of individual knowledge to a specific form of collectivity: a chaste brotherhood of many academicians collectively shielded from material constraints by a very material institution.

To summarize: Cesi's position was Platonic insofar as he stressed the role of love among the male knowers as the key condition for sustaining their desire for knowledge. However, while Plato tried to avoid the obstacles posed by the materiality of both objects and bodies by presenting a nonempiricist theory of knowledge featuring an increasingly dematerialized mind striving to perceive immaterial immutable forms, Cesi, because of his empiricist stance, preserved the body's role as producer of material sensations about material objects. At the same time, he wanted to control other less desirable body-based material constraints by establishing an institution that would neutralize them.

Because Cesi shared neither Plato's radical antimaterialism nor his ontology, which gendered matter as "feminine," he did not picture the threat posed by women to the male mind in metaphysical terms. More simply, he saw heterosexual contact as a major threat to his academicians because it disrupted the male brotherhood that he saw as providing the condition of possibility of knowledge. For related reasons, as we will see, Cesi did not view knowledge as a male conquest of female nature—a topos that Fox Keller and other historians have traced into much of early modern science. While he conceived of knowers as male, their object of cognitive desire was not cast as feminine because the chaste male homosocial love that bound them together and made them desire knowledge left women and the feminine out of the cognitive picture altogether.

The Lincei began as a very small, youthful group of eager but undistinguished lovers of natural philosophy who presented themselves as an "order" dedicated to the "Paracelsian disciplines," the "Spagyrian arts," and the study of nature's "arcana." They also stressed the deeply personal kinship underlying their common intellectual interests and referred to each other as "brother"—including Cesi, who often signed himself as "Your most loving brother." Like other closed communities, the Lincei had initiation rituals, used secret ciphers, and prized their emblem, the lynx, as a symbol of their brotherhood. They were also committed Catholics, and their concern with the restoration of natural
philosophy seemed to resonate with the ethos of the Catholic Counter-Reformation. 18

Marquis Cesi was not amused by his eldest son's uncanonical activities (for Federico was expected to take over the father's title and responsibilities), and some have suggested that he may have worried about a possible homosexual liaison between his son and the fellow-Lincean Johannes Eckius. 19 Although the marquis did his best to have the group disbanded, the strategy backfired. The father's displeasure with Federico's friends, his chamberlain's spy-like behavior, and Eckius's eventual brush with the law were all integrated by Federico into a sort of conspiracy theory that allowed him and his fellow Lincei to represent themselves as persecuted because of their intellectual outlook. 20 Perhaps their dedication to the so-called occult sciences helped them perceive these "persecutions" as something quite natural, something they should have expected from vulgar philistines. In any case, far from weakening Cesi's commitment to the Lincei, these local difficulties (once placed into a more general and menacing framework) seemed to confirm the importance of his academy and made him even more eager to turn it into a bastion [End Page 144] against the enemies of true knowledge. 21 History may again have fulfilled Cesi's expectations about the dangers necessarily faced by the lovers of truth when in 1616, a few years after Galileo had joined the academy, his controversial cosmological claims were subjected to their first official condemnation by the Church.

Such a siege mentality seemed to frame Cesi's conception of the academy's defining feature: lincealità. For instance, in April 1605 he asked his fellow Lincei to consider "what needs to be done to establish our lincealità so that never again will it have to suffer similar or other difficulties, but will remain stable and firm without fearing any enemy." 22 However, while Cesi presented lincealità as something that was already well established and was now being endangered precisely because of its visibility, in effect it was not a stable category, but was being constituted precisely as that which had to be defended from external threats. Similarly, the special brotherly bond the Lincei sought to defend may have been constituted by the same attacks it was supposed to be defended from, for it was the Lincei's self-perception as being under siege that sustained that "esprit des corps" which they then experienced as brotherly bond.

Cesi's concern with discipline and academic laws was also predicated on a perception of the academy as ever-threatened. As he put it,

The order we have just established, being in its infancy, needs strength, stability, and support. Because of its many persecutors (who are enemies of virtue) it necessitates cohesion, continuity, defenses, and caution. The pursuit of its activities requires the comfort, the consensus, and the care for all those things that are necessary for both the soul and the body. And all
This early letter introduces several of the leitmotifs that Cesi maintained throughout his life and that he articulated in the later "Lynceographum" and "On the natural desire to know"—his most mature statement on the academy's goals, completed around 1616. By that time, he had developed a rudimentary theory of knowledge that fit well into his view of the academy as an ever-threatened (but ever-free) brotherhood.

Cesi's "epistemology" assumed that everyone was born with an innate desire to know, but that, like a fragile seed, such a desire could yield actual knowledge only if planted in a nurturing environment. Laziness, external threats, the pursuit of economically rewarding professions, the bonds of patronage, the crippling effect of traditional philosophy, and the desire for sexual pleasures all conspired to kill that precious seed or limit its growth. As the receptacle of all these various external constraints, the body was the focus of Cesi's concerns:

Instead of obeying [the mind] as it ought to, the body usurps its authority and with a protracted siege it slowly takes possession of the thoughts of the unaware mind. As a result, any type of labor is avoided and good dispositions are replaced by the pleasure of idleness. Then come the arts of luxury and the company of these vain pleasures which are enough not only to repress our natural disposition to seek knowledge, but even to deviate and distract the most fervent of us when they are already in the middle of their path.

To preserve the innate desire to know, "someone should provide for the body so that the good student would almost forget about it, and would be aware of his body only insofar as [it provides for] the sensations that are needed by the mind." Cesi envisioned his institution as precisely such a caretaker:

Because we lack a well-organized institution or philosophical army for a feat that is so worthy, so great, and so befitting man as the acquisition of knowledge . . . there has been erected to this purpose the Academy or gathering of the Lincei. Through an appropriate community of subjects well apt and prepared for that feat, this well-regulated academy will overcome all the obstacles and impediments listed above, thus enabling the fulfillment of such a worthy desire.

To Cesi, the academy was well united by and rooted in the mutual love among colleagues and in the love all and each of them feel toward knowledge. It is completely dedicated to and pursues knowledge with a sincere mind, generous mutual help, and communal support, and it provides for the personal and professional needs
of its members. Freed from any other duty, devoid of ambition and self-interest, and able to overcome any obstacle to knowledge with the ardor of mutual affection, the reward of glory, and material safety (but also with much toil and commitment, and without any distraction or dispute), the academy will always provide for the improvement of these noble but abandoned sciences.  

The reign of the mind thus coincided with the reign of brotherly love. In an environment in which material needs were met, competition and envy would disappear, to be replaced by "virtuous friendship and the sweetness of its practices." Under these circumstances the Lincei could fulfill their "obligation to always sustain true love," as well as the "bond of friendship and mutual good will." As Cesi wrote Galileo in 1614, "the strength and vigor of our enterprise [consists] of the union and strict bond of the souls, which is maintained through love." This bond would have each Linceo "enjoy his companions' joys and desire them as much as his own," and with "help from his companions," "perfect company," and "continuous, friendly, and trustworthy communality" he would be perfectly equipped to pursue knowledge. To Cesi, such an institutional structure was much more than a means to the efficient allocation of research resources or the productive management of professional interactions: it was a way to give his philosophical brotherhood a chance to thrive as such.

Brotherly love was, for Cesi, predicated on freedom. His letters to Galileo, the "Lynceographum," and "On the natural desire to know" indicate that he thought of lincealità as something quite incompatible with rigid methodological, philosophical, or cosmological commitments. Cesi's "methodology" was nothing more than a broadly construed empiricism, and although he saw mathematics as central to the academy's pursuits, he did not present it as a formalism that could claim a privileged relationship to nature. He allowed the Lincei to pursue a remarkably wide range of disciplines and approaches, and his rare and vague references to esperimenti ("experiments") did not signal a specific methodological prescription. No laboratory was contemplated in the "Lynceographum"'s detailed description of the typical liceo. In short, all the Lincei had to follow was an undogmatic approach to knowledge—that is, to a knowledge that could be produced within (and in turn sustain) the Lincei's noncontentious, noncompetitive, disinterested, and brotherly sociability. They should commit themselves to nothing but freedom.

Cesi seemed to extend the notion of freedom to include nature itself, not just the philosopher's mind. He represented nature as a book open to those who had open minds, but, unlike Galileo, he did not venture any hypothesis about the type of characters it contained. Nature remained a free (and gender-neutral) book. A similar outlook may be found in his 1618 letter to Cardinal Bellarmine "On the unitary constitution of the
heavens" where Cesi treated planetary motions, not as determined by rigid devices such as spheres or epicycles, but rather as trajectories followed by celestial bodies moving through unconstraining fluid heavens. To him, the sky was "not constrained by the rigid shape of a solid body, but fluid and therefore open to the various motions of the stars [and the planets]." The view of the cosmos as structured in rigid spheres was constraining of nature and of the mind at the same time. That one was not "violently and sharply repelled by these very limiting assumptions" could only mean that one's will, "dominated by impulses other than the natural desire to know, forced and obliged one [to hold it] against his own wishes." Unlike such a servile (i.e., Aristotelian and Ptolemaic) intellect, a free mind would conceive of the planets as free bodies moving, as Bellarmine put it, "like birds in the air and fish in the sea." [End Page 149]

The academy's projected structure reflected Cesi's emphasis on freedom as the essential feature of the brotherhood. The "Lynceographum" indicates that although the academy was to be a tightly organized institution, the level of active cooperation among its members would be quite limited. Cesi stated that the trainees were expected to study and interact with their colleagues in daily discussions to be held in the library of each liceo, but he did not discuss how senior Lincei were to conduct research; quite probably, that was left up to their "natural desire to know." The Lincei could not be interdependent in the manner of, say, the members of the Royal Society, who relied on collective witnessing and certification of matters of fact. While the support the Lincei were to provide for each other sustained their freedom, cooperation and mutual dependence in the process of knowledge making was perhaps constraining of the "natural desire to know"—the ultimate but most fragile form of freedom.

The "Lynceographum" described various forms of academic meetings, but these were not gatherings in which knowledge was to be collectively produced or certified. Rather, they were more like business meetings during which the officials of a given liceo were to discuss administrative and strategic matters. The meetings were to be held in order to discuss and remove practical problems and constraints: they were to maintain the best conditions under which knowledge could be made, but not to produce knowledge itself. Furthermore, unlike Bacon's House of Solomon, Cesi's plan did not involve a fixed division of labor: different Lincei pursued different disciplines, and one's level of training defined what one could do. The Lincei's hierarchy reflected a familial structure rather than a factory: one generation would follow another as young students would become experienced philosophers and train the next generation. Unlike the workers in the House of Solomon, the Lincei's tasks changed in accordance with their growing skills, thus giving them the best chance to actualize their innate desire to know. [End Page 150]
Even Cesi's near-fixation on academic statutes and bylaws is directly (if paradoxically) related to his belief that the Lincei's minds should not be directed by anything, but set free by a strong and well-organized institution that took care of the material needs of their bodies. The brotherly love envisioned by Cesi had to be free because only such a love would enable the Lincei to produce knowledge. However, perceiving the innate and free desire to know as extremely fragile, Cesi plunged himself into trying to predict and control all kinds of obstacles that might either come from the outside or emerge within the daily activities of the Lincean brotherhood. That the "Lynceographum" grew to several hundred pages and was continuously revised and discussed but never printed nor adopted reflects, I think, not only the practical difficulties that thwarted the prince's plans, but also the hopelessness of the task he had set for himself: the total institutionalization of absolute freedom. Having rejected all philosophical systems, Cesi ended up becoming a systematic and totalizing institution-builder.

Cesi's worries about the fragility of the Lincean "form of life," and of the freedom that sustained brotherly love, cast women and the pleasures associated with them as one of the most important threats the academy needed to control. The "Lynceographum"s prescriptions against women can be traced back to early discussions among the Lincei. At the very beginning of the academy Saint John the Baptist was chosen as its patron saint--a choice that reflected Cesi's hope that that saint (who had died a virgin) would protect the chastity of its members. Each member had to wear an emerald ring as a corporate emblem--emerald being a stone associated with chastity. If a Linceo violated his commitment to chastity (which all had to swear), he was "punished by being forced to stay away from the other academicians for three days. Then, after showing unequivocal signs of contrition, he had to plead to his brothers to be admitted again."

These were not just words. For example, Eckius, having traveled through Europe for several months in order to avoid the unloving papal police, establish links with other savants on behalf of the Lincei, and gather books and other "secrets" for his brothers, seems to have become tired, disillusioned, and alienated from his brothers' love. Furthermore, while on the road he was robbed of most of his belongings, books, and notes. The only item he was able to preserve, by swallowing it, was the emblem of his lincealità: the golden lynx he had received from Cesi. However, lincealità had its costs because, as he put it, "[the lynx] has remained in my bowels and gives me more than a little trouble." In a 1605 letter to Cesi he confessed that all the difficulties he had encountered were plunging him into a state of despair, and he was considering going back home, settling down, and getting married. A shocked Cesi replied that he should not forsake the love of his brothers and seek "marriage and effeminate relaxation"; instead, he should desire only the peace one experiences with
brothers. At the same time, Cesi called on the other Lincei to express their opinion on his plans for providing the academy with more stable structures and resources so that no one else would have to experience Eckius's dangerous disheartening. Eckius's nuptial plans, listed under "dangers," were an item on which Cesi asked for the brothers' opinion. As for himself, he stated that "This should not be allowed to happen in any way, and we do not want [End Page 152] him to get married, for all the reasons you know. Enough!" The other Lincei confirmed the prince's wishes and listed "profane love of women" (evidently including marriage) among the "enemies of our sciences." An upset Cesi continued to preach chastity to a resistant Eckius and to remind him of the dangers of "profane love," "lust," "effeminate bonds," and "vile dependency on women" to the academy's mission and Lincean brotherly love. Eckius did not marry.

As mentioned, Cesi's view of the dangers that women posed to philosophy resonated but did not coincide with a Platonic stance. He did not believe that contact with women (or, more generally, the indulgence of pleasures) clouded a man's mind by lowering it into the realm of formless matter. Rather, heterosexual contact or attraction was dangerous in that it disrupted the brotherly bond that created the only environment in which the innate but fragile love for knowledge could thrive. More precisely, lust endangered knowledge by destroying freedom. The innate but fragile love for knowledge would survive only if the brothers loved each other, and that could happen only in an environment devoid of material constraints and competition. [End Page 153]

Cesi wanted the Lincei to practice so-called Platonic love: an intense but sex-free masculine bond. Brotherly love could not have physical referents. An object of desire outside of the brotherhood (or a particular object of desire within it) would have generated tensions, thus turning love from an expression of freedom into one of constraint. Love would become a desire for something one did not have, which was precisely what the academy was designed to prevent. Therefore, desire for a woman—that is, for someone outside of the shielded, content, and self-sufficient brotherhood—was much more than a distraction in the philosophical workplace: it subverted the entire community by "opening it up," thus disrupting the self-sustaining chain of love that kept it together and directed the philosophers' minds toward knowledge.

Although highly gendered, Cesi's view of knowledge does not seem reducible to categories of "mastery," "control," or "penetration" as these categories have been used, sometimes successfully, in analyses of the discourse of early modern science. To him, nature was a book to be read, not an object to be penetrated. He associated natural philosophy with a community of male knowers whose love of knowledge was predicated on their love for each other, not with the distance between the individual
subject (connoted as male) and its natural object (connoted as female), or with the desire (of either bonding or domination) predicated on that distance. The image that best encapsulates Cesi's view of knowledge is not the male conquest of feminine nature, but a peculiar "love triangle" in which the chaste Lincei shared the same object of desire: pure knowledge.

In her study of male homosocial desire, Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick discusses René Girard's claim that, in heterosexual erotic triangles, the two men's desire for the same woman is rooted in a male homosocial bond between the two pursuers:

the choice of the beloved is determined in the first place, not by the qualities of the beloved, but by the beloved's already being the choice of the person who has been chosen as a rival. In fact, Girard seems to see the bond between rivals in an erotic triangle as being even stronger, more heavily determinant of actions and choices, than anything in the bond between [End Page 154] either of the lovers and the beloved. 

Girard's insight that male bonding is the predominant factor in erotic triangles sets the stage for Sedgwick's discussion of how male heterosexuality and homosociality are not mutually exclusive but intricately related. By looking at a broader range of "geometries of desire" than Girard, she shows that triangles come in different varieties and that rivalry is not necessarily the only link between two men who share the same female object of desire: homosocial attraction may be just as powerful a bond. For instance, her reading of Shakespeare's Sonnets indicates that one man can preach the value of heterosexuality to another while professing love for him at the same time:

within the world sketched in these sonnets, there is not an equal opposition or a choice posited between two such institutions as homosexuality (under whatever name) and heterosexuality. The Sonnets present a male-male love that, like the love of the Greeks, is set firmly within a structure of institutionalized social relations that are carried out via women: marriage, name, family, loyalty to progenitors, and to posterity, all depends on the [male] youth's making a particular use of women that is not, in the abstract, seen as opposing, denying, or detracting from his bond to the [male] speaker.

In short, a man's endorsement of heterosexuality may reflect a commitment to a form of socialization that sustains and reproduces the male homosocial bond (and the social structures predicated on that bond) through women's bodies. In this broader context, Girard's erotic triangles between a woman and two male rivals may be seen as just one example of the articulation of male homosocial bonding and the reproduction of a patriarchal social structure via women.
Cesi's view of his academy as "well united by and rooted in the mutual love among colleagues and in the love all and each of them feel toward knowledge" fits quite well Girard's and Sedgwick's claim that a male homosocial bond was the most important factor in directing desire toward a specific object. However, the Lincei did not have to worry about the reproduction of patriarchy and the continuity of male social structures, for their institution already ensured that. The academy was a virtual family, which (had it gained the stability Cesi wished to give it) would have provided for the continuity of the Lincei's name and for their intellectual progeny. As a result, they did not need to express their bond as rivalry, nor, for that matter, did they need to direct their homosocial bond toward heterosexual objects such as women or feminine nature.

The purity of the Lincei's brotherly homosocial bond was expressed as a desire directed toward something abstract and sexually unmarked: knowledge itself. More precisely, what the Lincei seemed to desire was not a knowledge of objects, but rather the process by which they produced knowledge out of brotherly love. What Cesi saw as the innate (which to him meant completely free) human drive was the "desire to know," not the "desire for knowledge." As a process rather than a result, the act of knowing represented a pure expression of the natural desire to know: it was completely free and unconstrained by anything external to it, including its own object.

Given the essential link posited by Cesi between the free innate desire to know and the role of the academicians' mutual love in creating a free environment in which the free desire to know could express itself, the act of knowing was lincealità itself. Therefore, the Lincei may be modeled as a broad-based "Platonic love triangle" in which a pure and free male homosocial bond and the pure and free desire to know become one through the process of knowing. The triangle's shared object of desire was not nature itself but the male bond the Lincei established and maintained as they pursued knowledge. In fact, as suggested by Cesi's topos of nature as a book, free male philosophers did not even need to touch feminine nature, but just to read it, with their lynx eyes, from a distance.

When we compare it to other seventeenth-century academic experiments, Cesi's project stands out as somewhat peculiar. While all early scientific academies were male institutions that developed their structures out of received forms of male sociability, the Lincei were alone in stressing the necessary role of brotherly love in natural philosophy. In this they shared some of the features of Rosicrucian brotherhoods and Hermetic circles--which, however, tended to remain private (if not secret) gatherings.

Historians have tried to solve this puzzle by tracing the possible sources of Cesi's institutional model. The first candidate has been the religious order--
especially the Society of Jesus, whose members often shared the Lincei’s interests in natural philosophy and mixed mathematics.\footnote{69} This analogy is supported by Cesi’s description of the Lincei as an "order" or a "seminary" and by his remarks on the affinities between the Lincei and the Jesuits.\footnote{70} Moreover, Cesi was a Roman aristocrat born to a family whose social standing and financial fortune had always been inextricably tied to the Church.\footnote{71} Curial life was not just a distant referent to Federico, who in fact joined a conclave as an assistant to his uncle, Cardinal Bartolomeo.\footnote{72} Consequently, it is quite likely that Cesi developed some affinity for Catholic clerical culture—which was de facto male, prized chastity, and did (and still does) resist women’s participation. However, religious orders did not share his insistence on freedom of thought and the need to free oneself from any system of thought (such as Scholasticism).\footnote{73} Furthermore, while the Lincei shared much of the religious orders’ emphasis on discipline, Cesi did not see discipline as a path to ascetism, the meditative life, or the mortification of the body. To him, discipline was more of a "drill," an ongoing training for a very active philosophical life.

Freedom and brotherly love did not represent a problem for another institution Cesi may have drawn from: the humanistic neo-Platonic academies. Cesi praised the fifteenth-century Medici-sponsored Platonic Academy and other poetic brotherhoods as an example of the type of chaste brotherhood he sought to establish.\footnote{74} However, these academies were not the discipline-oriented institutions he envisioned, they did not display sustained interests in natural philosophy, and, while they emphasized the \textit{vita activa}, they were far from professing the quasi-missionary ethos that characterized Cesi’s project.

The knightly order may provide the missing link to Cesi’s institutional bricolage. On several occasions he presented the Lincei as a "philosophical army" (\textit{militia filosofica}), and one of these references occurs in a crucial document, the Lincei’s academic oath, where Cesi refers not only to his philosophical army but even to its encampment.\footnote{75} Therefore, when he called his academy an "order," he may have meant something like the Order of the Knights of Malta rather than a religious order. Moreover, while Cesi did sometimes compare the Lincei to the Jesuits, he did not liken them to the Franciscans or the Benedectines—that is, he compared his academy to an order (established by a former noble warrior forced into early retirement by war wounds) that was famous not for its meditative ethos, but for its pursuit of strongly "interventionist" missionary agendas. While Cesi’s academic plan shared some features of religious orders (such as the emphasis on discipline) and much of the homosocial character of Platonic academies, the Lincei’s form of male bonding was, I believe, a philosophical version of "platoon mentality."

The aristocratic and military connotation of the Lincei emerges in the description of the rituals that marked its institution on Christmas Day, 1603.
From the beginning, despite Cesi's protestations to the contrary, the Lincei were not exactly a democratic brotherhood, but an order whose "philosophical soldiers" first pledged allegiance to Cesi as their prince. As Eckius put it: "to you lord, to you who [End Page 158] shine with such heroic virtues and are adorned with such truly princely qualities, is suited not the title and rank of brother, but rather that of prince of us other brothers. We are only brothers, but you are, oh lord, our prince." 76 What followed was a ritual resembling that of knighting:

[Cesi,] after having dressed in long robes decorated with purple, ascended to the cathedra, and made each of the Lincei come to him and, having read to them some new constitutions, he asked each of them if they were willing and able to obey them. First among all of them, Eckius said he would and could observe them, and, putting his open right hand over his chest, he took his oath. The prince then, opening his robe, showed a gold chain that hung around his neck on his chest, with a lynx suspended from the middle of the chain. He gave Eckius a similar one, saying, receive this symbol of brotherhood common to you and me: this is not only a sign of virtue and of brotherliness, but also a prize for future and present labors. All the others approached him and he hung on the neck of each one a similar chain. By so doing, he established solemnly the academy of the Lincei and the order of the studious lincei in the most august day of the birth of Christ. 77

Knightly and military culture was not alien to someone of Cesi's background. More importantly, because Roman aristocrats had been largely domesticated, the "knightly ethos" was becoming a nostalgia item for them, as it was for court aristocrats throughout Europe. 78 In most cases, the daily reality of the so-called Roman Barons was not one of battles and duels, but of financial and political decline caused by the burdens of courtly life. 79 The economic difficulties that worried Federico throughout his life and prevented the Lincei from getting more firmly established fit this pattern very well. 80 [End Page 159]

Since he was a teenager, Cesi had expressed a sharp disdain for court etiquette, self-display, noisy disputations, and other features of Roman courtly and academic life. Perhaps this was the defensive response of a young aristocrat who saw his family's political role eroded by the aggressive nouveaux riches (like some of the popes themselves) who populated an increasingly competitive court. The adoption of a more solitary, meditative, and precourtly lifestyle may have been an attempt to turn his increasingly marginal political role into a philosophical virtue. While fashioning himself as a philosopher who shunned mundane life to pursue botanical research in his country estate, Cesi was perhaps reclaiming the "good old days" when aristocrats were real lords of their lands, not emasculated courtiers. Seen in this light, the establishment of the Lincei was an attempt to fashion a new identity for himself in a social context that was threatening his traditional social role, and to reclaim the freedom that
court life was taking away from him. However, Cesi was not a Don Quixote. He did not regress into an imaginary world, but, while holding on to his aristocratic ethos, he applied it to a new kind of battle, with new kinds of weapons, and a new kind of knightly order: a philosophical one.

This hypothesis about the genealogy of the Lincei as an aristocratic gesture (which was both philosophically innovative and socially reactionary) may explain the emphasis Cesi put on freedom (and especially freedom of thought) as the essential feature of his academy. As an aristocrat, he was inclined to prize freedom and to look down on material constraints as something that characterized lowly people, not someone like himself. Freedom of thought was perhaps the only philosophical option he had: it was a matter of noblesse oblige. When Cesi wrote that the Lincei should have a "noble and free mind," I do not think he used the term "noble" metaphorically.

For instance, in a July 1611 letter to Galileo, Cesi criticized the Roman Aristotelian philosopher Giulio Cesare Lagalla (who was working on a response to Galileo’s discoveries of 1610) for being unable to escape his Scholastic modes of thinking. Interestingly, he represented Lagalla as trapped in a "philosophical prison"—a situation that was as cognitively damaging as socially distasteful because, as he put it, "dignified intellects are bound to freedom." Someone like Lagalla who let himself be enslaved by a philosophical system displayed a low-class intellectual attitude. Not surprisingly, Lagalla was never admitted to the Lincei despite his repeated attempts to gain membership.

Cesi saw any type of philosophical commitment, not just one to the Aristotelian system, as crippling one's freedom. For instance, while he fully endorsed Galileo's attempt to prove the Copernican hypothesis, he did not want Copernicanism to become a dogma. This is perhaps best exemplified by his response to Paolo Antonio Foscarini’s 1615 *Lettera sopra l'opinione de' Pittagorici e del Copernico*—a book in which the Carmelite friar argued the compatibility between Copernican astronomy and the Scriptures. Writing to Galileo in March 1615, Cesi protested: "The author assumes that all our companions [Lincei] are Copernicans, despite the fact that this is not true. All we are committed to as a group is freedom in natural philosophy." Cesi did not say that Galileo should not uphold Copernicus: free-thinking did not mean that one could not have strong beliefs, and that all opinions were equally plausible and sound. What Cesi meant was that the Lincei as a group should not be perceived as the institutional embodiment of a new dogma. Perhaps he supported Galileo's work so sternly because he saw it (as well as Galileo's "fearless" style) as the epitome of the noble free thinking, the kind of philosophical attitude he wanted to see embodied in his academy.

To summarize, Cesi conceived the Lincei as an academy of free
thinkers: people whose intellectual attitudes resonated with his aristocratic ethos. While the Lincei's emphasis on elaborate institutional structures and disciplines did resemble that of religious orders, the Lincei could not be monks simply because they should not think like monks. If the Lincei's discipline seemed monastic it is because they had to be disciplined to be free, and they had to be free to fight the good fight. And, of course, a good fight was that which was fought by free fighters.

Cesi's anachronistic knightly ethos caused him to put great emphasis on personal honor and the respect of the Lincean mission. In a 1605 letter to Eckius (who, as mentioned, was experiencing a case of cold feet), Cesi reprimanded him: "neither you nor I nor all of us can compromise the continuity of our Order in any way. We must observe what we swore and promised. Nor can we do anything less than that without losing our honor and certain fame and receive [instead] shame and perpetual infamy." 86

While Cesi did not use the same words in 1616, he did nevertheless convince his brothers to expel the distinguished mathematician Luca Valerio because of his "treason" of the Lincei's mission. That year, the Inquisition placed Copernicus on the Index after having considered accusations of the possibly heretical nature of pro-Copernican claims made by Galileo in his "Letter to the Grand Duchess Christina." While the condemnation mentioned neither Galileo nor the Lincei, the academy found itself in a very delicate position because most of its members were connected, in one way or another, to the papal court. While the details are unclear, it seems that Valerio, a Roman Linceo and a longtime friend of Galileo, suddenly decided to disassociate himself from Galileo's opinions and resign from the academy without previously consulting the other brothers. 87

The Lincei seem to have read Valerio's action not as an expression of disagreement on cosmological issues, but as a straightforward desertion and betrayal. Valerio had left precisely when a member of the philosophical platoon had been ambushed, and had done so "despite the fact that he had never shown anything but friendship toward Signor Galileo." 88 His flight not only deprived his brothers of support, it also actively endangered them--because, as the minutes of the meeting put it, Valerio's decision "not to be Linceo anymore casts the academy as guilty, as if it had committed a crime." 89 By resigning in fear that the Lincei had collectively endorsed Galileo's Copernican beliefs, Valerio exposed his perception of his brothers as bound to a specific school of thought, when, instead, Galileo had not presented his claims in a dogmatic form, nor had the Lincei endorsed them as a "sect." Valerio's perception of the scenario proved that he had not understood lincealità. In one fearful gesture he had displayed both his cowardice and his inability to recognize and practice free thinking. 90 In Cesi's mind the two things went together.
Perhaps Valerio's well-known private life helped the Lincei to represent him as less "masculine" than required by the circumstances. Valerio had been living with Margherita Sarrocchi for several years both before and after the death of her husband. She was a well-known poetess, a good friend of Galileo, and a prominent member of Rome's most prestigious literary academy, the Umoristi. 91 (She was famous enough to have her death reported in the Avvisi di Roma--a privilege that escaped Prince Cesi himself. 92) Sarrocchi's uncommon gender role attracted a good amount of gossip and unkind vignettes in satirical literature. 93 She was often presented as a bad poetess, a formerly great beauty who had been promiscuous throughout her life, "a woman with men and a man with women," and finally, a controlling virago who had manipulated poor old Valerio (a former teacher of hers) into servitude. 94 The great mathematician whom Galileo had called "the Archimedes of our age" was frequently spotted running around Rome loaded with Margherita's groceries; when a friend of Cesi and Galileo stopped him in the street, an embarrassed Valerio apparently mumbled that "as a former [End Page 163] teacher, he owed it to her." 95 Literally represented as forced back to a prehuman state (imbestialito) and a slave (in servitù) to a domineering woman, Valerio could but confirm Cesi's diagnosis: unfree men could not be free thinkers. 96 No wonder he deserted. Eventually, Cesi's financial difficulties prevented him from fulfilling his institutional project. In any case, it is unlikely that many Lincei would have followed their prince's plans had he seriously tried to actualize them. The academy meant very different things to different people, and some (though not all) of the Lincei probably saw it as little more than a prestigious gathering which could provide them with an entry to powerful patronage networks. However, beside the contingent problems that led to the eventual demise of the academy in 1630, Cesi's ideal plan carried unresolvable tensions within its own internal logic.

The fundamental emphasis on freedom that informed the entire project and propelled it from the inside was, I believe, an expression of Cesi's self-perception as a "threatened" aristocrat who wished to fashion an ideal community of free brothers who would be collectively able to keep all external threats and material constraints at bay. Freedom, therefore, could not be taken out of the equation without disrupting the entire system. At the same time, freedom (especially of Cesi's totalizing kind) had serious, perhaps lethal, costs.

For instance, all the features of the academy concerning the actual production of knowledge (methods, research programs, organization of labor, certification of results) had to be left necessarily inarticulated--otherwise they would have constrained the academicians' freedom, thus short-circuiting the entire system. The Lincei [End Page 164] could not hold binding protocols regarding the production and legitimation of
knowledge, as knowing was seen as a necessarily free and private act, something that sprang and gained legitimacy only from one's innate, natural desire to know; the institution existed to guarantee that it remained so by ensuring that each academician would not have to depend on others for material needs. Brotherly love was supposed to be a mutual free gift, not something that made the academicians interdependent. In short, there was no room within the Lincei's structure for anything resembling a negotiation: either knowledge was free, or it could not be at all.

Consequently, their institutional structure was supposed to achieve the impossible: to institutionalize absolute freedom and free brotherly love. New constraints, problems, or conflicts could not be negotiated (for that would have ruined freedom), but were to be shielded away through ever-finer and never-ending institutional articulations. This seems to imply that, together with an innate desire to know freely, there must have been, somewhere within the Lincei, an innate desire to build freedom-preserving institutions. But where was this desire located? Who was to articulate the institution? How were the free brothers to develop the structures that were supposed to keep them free? How could that be achieved freely without any constraining negotiation?

In his typical fashion, Cesi dedicated several pages of the "Lynceographum" to these problems and outlined the intricate configuration of committees in charge of the clarification of the Lincean laws. However, he presented those laws not as a renegotiable contract, but as a sort of sacred text that could be expounded by the Prince or by wise senior Lincei, but whose essential intention could never be modified. In a sense, the laws of the "Lynceographum" were presented as "natural"—like the natural innate desire to know.

This, I believe, exposes the fundamental aporia of Cesi's entire project: the Lincei could be represented as a free-thinking and free-loving brotherhood only by assuming the presence of a freedom-keeping institution while, at the same time, presenting such an intricately artificial institution as "natural." Cesi's role reflected this same aporia: he could not openly act as a prince because the Lincei were supposed to be an absolutely free brotherhood, but he could not act as a brother because the kind of academy he wished to establish could not exist without a prince. [End Page 165]

In fact, his academy was no brotherhood. By representing his "brothers" as in need of defense against women, political enemies, dogmatic philosophies, and much more, Cesi cast himself as a peculiar paterfamilias who, with the help of a state-of-the-art institution, could almost efface the patriarchal nature of his role and become a free brother among free brothers. In any case, Cesi's pursuit of a pure homosocial bond would have ended up dissolving it. The institutional fortress he wanted to build against
all those pervasive material threats to the absolutely free brotherly bond
and desire to know would have created an enclave of freedom so pure, so
abstract, so undifferentiated, that there would have been nothing left for the
brothers to bond about.
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